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1. Introduction and results
Let G be a compact Lie group. A G-ENR (Euclidean Neighborhood
Retract) is a G-space which is a G-retract of some G-invariant open subspace
in a Euclidean G-space. In this paper we will consider the Lefschetz number
Mf) = 2* ( -1) ' trace/*,,: H,(X; Z)/Tor -> H{(X; Z)/Tor
of a self G-map / : X^>X of a compact G-ENR X. f restricts to the self map
fG: XG->XG of the G-fixed point set XG of X. Then we will show
Theorem 1. Let f: X->X be a self G-map of a compact G-ENR X.
(i) If X has only one isotropy type (H), then \ ( / ) = 0 mod X(G/H) where
X( ) denotes the Euler characteristic.
(ii) If the G-action on X is semifree, then \ ( / ) = \( /G) mod %(G).
(iii) If G is finite and of prime power order pk, then \ ( / ) = \ ( / G ) mod p.
(iv) If G is connected and abelian {i.e., torus), then \ ( / ) = \ ( / G ) .
In section 4 we will prove this theorem by using the fixed point index
defined by Dold [2]. (i) of the theorem is a special case of Dold [3; (8.18)].
If G is finite and the G-action is free, related results are in Nakaoka [9] and
Gottlieb [5]. As a corollary of the theorem we obtain
Corollary 2. (i) If the G-action on X is semifree and \ ( / ) E £ 0 mod %(G),
then f has a fixed point in XG.
(ii) If G is of prime power order pk and X(/)^0 mod p, then f has a fixed
point in XG.
Proof. In either case it follows X(/G)4=0 and by the Lefschetz fixed point
theorem there exists a fixed point of fG: XG->XG. q.e.d.
If G is a compact monogenic Lie group (i.e., finite cyclic group, torus and
product of these) a n d / e G is its generator, then we may regard/ as a self G-
map of a G-ENR X. In this case we can show, as in the proof of Theorem 1,
that X(f)—X{XG), although this has already appeared in the literature, torn
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Dieck [1; (5.3.11)] and Huang [6; Corollary 1] for G a finite cyclic group, Koba-
yashi [7; p. 63] for X a Riemannian manifold. As applications of this we will
show the following two results.
Proposition 3. / / X is a compact G-ENR and G is monogenic, then
In connection with this we note that if G is finite and of prime power order
pky Floyd [4] shows
IX(XG) I < S , dim#,(XG; Zp)<T,i dimH^X; Zp).
Proposition 4. Let G be of order 2 andf be its generator. Let M be a In-
dimensional closed smooth G-manifold and orientable over Z. If f is orientation
preserving, then
X(MG) = trace/*,n mod 2 .
Iff is orientation reversing, then
X(MG) = trace/*., = 0 .
Heref*tn is the automorphism of Hn(M ;Z) induced from f
These two propositions will be proved in section 5.
2. A lemma
If M is a G-space and xEzM> then G(x) denotes the orbit of x and Gx the
isotropy subgroup at x. The conjugacy class (Gx) of an isotropy subgroup Gx is
called an isotropy type. For a subgroup H of G let M(H)= {X^LM \ (GX)=(H)}.
If N is a G-invariant subspace of M and h: N-+M a G-map, then the fixed
point set Fix (h) of h is a union of orbits. If N and M are smooth G-manifolds,
then for any fixed orbit G(x)(Z Fix (h) we may take G-invariant tubular neigh-
borhoods Tand T of G{x) such that TaT' and h(T)dTf. We decompose T
into T=Tt®Tn, where Tt=T flN(ff)y H=Gxy is the component tangent to JV^,
and Tn the component normal to N(H). Similarly we decompose T into T'=
T't®T'n. Then we see h(Tt)cT't. We may regard T and T as G-vector
bundles over G{x)^GjH.
Lemma 5. Let M be a smooth G-manifold and N a G-invariant codimen-
sion 0 submanifold of M zoith finite isotropy types. Iff- N->M is a G-map with
Fix(/) compact, then there exists a G-map h: N->M such that
(i) h is G-homotopic to f relative to the outside of some G-invariant com-
pact neighborhood of Fix(/),
(ii) Fix(/z) consists of a finite number of orbits.
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(iii) iff(N(H)) fl M(H) = $ then h(N(H)) f] M(H) = 0 and hence Fix(A) nN(H) = <£,
(iv) for any fixed orbit G(x)dFix(h) if T=Tt®Tn and T'=T't®T'H are
G-invariant tubular neighborhoods of G(x) as above, then h\T: T-+T' is fibre
preserving and decomposes into h | T=(h \ Tt)(B0 where 0: Tn-*T'n maps any vector
to 0.
Proof. (I) The case in which the G-action on N is free. Nx M is a G-
manifold with diagonal G-action, and its action is also free. Thus the orbit
spaces NjG and NxGM are smooth manifolds. Define a G-map / : N->NxM
by f(x)=(x> f(x)) f° r x^N. Passing to the orbit spaces, / induces a map
fjG: NjG^>NxGM. By the transversality theorem we obtain a smooth map
hx\ N/G->NxGM such that
(i) hx is transverse to A/G, where A is the diagonal set in NxM, and
(ii) hx is close enough and homotopic to f\G relative to JV—VjG, where
V is some G-invariant compact neighborhood of Fix (A).
By the dimension reason h^iAjG) is a finite set, in particular it is empty if
dimG>0. If/(iV)nAf(1) = ^ where M(1) is the points of M with the identity
isotropy subgroup, then Fix(f)=(}>, fjG(NIG) fl AjG= <£ and hence we may
take h1=f/G. By the equivariant covering homotopy property we may lift the
homotopy of (ii) and obtain a G-map h2: N->NxM G-homotopic to /relative
to the outside of some G-invariant compact neighborhood of Fix(/). h^iA)
consists of a finite number of orbits. Let px\ NxM-^N andp2: NxM->M be
the projections. pih2: N-+N is a diffeomorphism since it is close enough to
pj= identity. Let h3 = h2(p1h2)~1: N-^NxM and h=p2h3: N-+M. then
h3(x)=(xy h(x)) and Fix(h)=h31(A)^hj1(A). A is a desired G-map.
(II) The general case. Let {(H^, (H2), •••, (Ha)} be the set of isotropy types
on N ordered in such a way that if i/,- is conjugate to a subgroup of Hj then
j<i. Consider the following assertion A(i) for 0<i<a:
A(z'). There exist a G-map h{\ N—>M and a G-invariant neighborhood Uj
ofXi=N(ffi) U - UN(ffi) such that
(i) hi is G-homotopic to f relative to the outside of some G-invariant com-
pact neighborhood of Fix(/1 Xt),
(ii) Fix(£,.)n(£/,--X,0=tf>,
(iii) hi I £/,•: C/f—>Af satisfies the conditions (ii), (iii) and (iv) of the lemma.
If z=0, then Xi=(j) and hence we may take [/,=<^, /?,=/. Thus A(0) is
valid. A(a) is equivalent to the lemma since Xa=N. Thus, to prove the
lemma it suffices to prove that A(i) implies A(/-fl).
Now suppose A(z). As in the author [8; Lemma 3.1] there exists a
G-invariant codimension 0 submanifold P (with boundary) of N such that Xt C
Int P dP c In t Ui. Let Q=N-lnt P and K=Hi+1. Consider an JV(iQ-map
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hi IQK: QK->MK, where N(K) is the normalizer of K in G. h{ \ QK may also be
considered as an iV(i^)/i^-map. Since K is the maximal isotropy subgroup on
0, then the action of N(K)/K on QK is free. Thus we may apply the preceding
argument (I) to the iV(i£)/i£-map A,- \ QKy and obtain a resulting N(K)/i£-map
QK->MK. By G-equivariancy it extends to a G-map yi: £)<*)=(?(£?*)->M,
which satisfies the conditions (i)^(iv) of the lemma. To be precise for the con-
dition (i) it says that/x is G-homotopic to ht \ Q(K) relative to the outside of some
G-invariant compact neighborhood (in Q(K)) of Fix(A,-| £)(£•)). Moreover its G-
homotopy may be so taken as to be relative to a neighborhood of dQ(K)y since h{
has no fixed point in a neighborhood of dQ(K). Let T be a G-invariant tubular
neighborhood of £)(#) in Q and n\ T->Q(K) be the projection. Then we may
extend/i to a G-map/2: T->M such that
(i) for some two neighborhoods UaU' (£/' compact) of F ix^) in Q(K)y
U=fx°n on T I U and/2-/*, on T | Q(K)- U\
(ii) Fix(f2)n(T-Q(K))=cj>.
From hi\Q and /2, as in the author [8; Lemma 3.2], we obtain a G-map
/3: £) -> M such that
(i) f3=hi on a neighborhood 4^ of dQ, fs=f2 on a neighborhood of Q(K)>
fs — hi=f on the outside of a G-invariant compact neighborhood B of
Fix(A) (^Fix(/2)),
(ii) f3 is G-homotopic to A$-1 g relative to 4^ U (0—S).
Define A,-+1: N->M as hi+1—hi on P and hi+1=f3 on £). Then A,-+1 is a
G-map required in A(z+1). q.e.d.
3. Fixed point index
We first recall the definition of the fixed point index from Dold [2], Let
F(ZNaRnc:RnlJ{oo}=Sn, where F is compact and iV is open. The funda-
mental class aF^Hn{Nt N—JF; Z) is the image of 1 under the composite homo-
morphism
Z = Hx(Sn; Z) -* Hn(Sn, S*-F; Z)^Hn{N, N-F; Z).
Let h: N-*Rn be a map with Fix(fc) compact. Define the map 1—h: (AT,
N-F)->(R\ Rn-0) by (l-h)(x) = x-h(x) for x^N. Then the fixed point
index ind(A) of h is defined as md(h)=(l-h)^F^Hn(R\ Rn-0; Z)=Z. Dold
uses the symbol Ih for the index, but we use the symbol ind (h) to facilitate the
printing.
Let Rn be a Euclidean G-space, N be a G-invariant open subspace of Rn,
and h: N->Rn be a G-map satisfying the conditions (ii) and (iv) of Lemma 5.
Let Fix(A)=G(^) U G(x2) U — U G{xa) with Gxi=H{ (1 <*' <a). If T{ is a small
G-invariant open tubular neighborhood of G(#,) in N, then by the additivity
of the index [2; (1.5)] it follows that
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For a while let x=xiy H=^Hiy T^T{. We may consider that a fibre in T over
g(x)^G(x) is a subspace in Rn which is a parallel translation to g{x) of (a small
open disc in) a linear subspace through the origin. Let n\ T-+G(x)dRn be the
projection, and 7" be the other G-invariant open tubular neighborhood of G(x) as
in (iv) of Lemma 5. Define 1—h+n: T-+T as (\—h+n)(v)=v—h(v)+n\v).
This map is fibre preserving, and the following diagram is commutative for any
ge-G.
Hn(T, T-G(x)) - ^ > Hn(T, T-g(x)) = ZJ jJ 
Hn{T\ T'-G(x)) —>Hn(T', T'-g(x)) = Z,
where j : (T, T—G(x))->(T, T-g(x)) is the inclusion. Let *=*G(x)<=Hn(T, T—
G(x)) be the fundamental class. Let ag=j*(l — h^7t)^p-<EiZ. By the com-
mutativity of the diagram, ag={\—h-\-7t)*j%* and7*0= 1 in Hn(T, T—g(x))=Z.
Since 1— h-\-7C is G-equivariant, ag are all equal for every g&G. So, if a is its
the same value, then we see that (1—h-\-7t)*&=<%•& in Hn(T'\ T'—G(pcj).
(l-A)*: Hn(T, T-G{x))-*Hn{R\ R"-0)
factors as
HU(T, T-G(x)){X~hJr7t\Hn{T, T'-G(x))(^rh Hn(R", Rn-0).
Thus we see that in Hn(Rn, Rn—0)
and hence ind(A| T)=a-ind(^). Since ind(^)=X(G/fl) by [2; (4.1)], it follows
that ind(h\Ti) is a multiple of X{GIHi) for i=l, 2, •••, a.
Let Fix(A) nN G = {xly x2, •••, ^ } (1 <b<a). For 1 < / <6 the tubular neigh-
borhood Tf- is a disc with f^- as its center. As before T{ decomposes into the
direct sum Tt = Titi®Tin where Tit=T? is the component tangent to NG and
Titt is the component normal to NG. Then, from the condition (iv) of Lemma
5 we see that h on Tt decomposes into h(u, v)=(h(u), 0). Thus, by [2; (1.4),
(1.6)], md(h\Ti)=md(h\TG) and hence
From the above argument it follows the following,
(i) If Fix(h)dNG(jN(Hh then ind(h)=md(hG) mod X(GjH).
(ii) If G is finite and of prime power order pk, then ind(h) = md(hG)
mod p. For X(G/H) = 0 mod ^> for any proper subgroup H of G.
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(iii) If G is connected and abelian, then ind(/*)=ind(AG). For X(G/H)=0
for any proper subgroup H of G.
4. Proof of Theorem 1
Let/: X-+X be as in the theorem. Let N be a G-invariant open subspace in a
Euclidean G-space Rn, and i: X->N, r: N->X be G-maps such that ri=identity.
We easily see that XH is also an ENR for any H<G. We apply Lemma 5 to
the G-map ifr: N-^Rn and obtain a G-map h: N-^R" satisfying the conditions
(i)~(iv). By [2; (1.7), (4.1)] it follows that \(fH)=ind((ifr)H)=md(hH). From
this and (ii), (iii) in the preceding section, (iii) and (iv) of the theorem immedi-
ately follow. If X has only one isotropy type (H)y then (ifr)(N(K))(zRn(H) for any
K<G. Thus, from (iii) of Lemma 5 it follows Fix(h)(zN(H) and from (i) in the
preceding section it follows X(/)—ind(A) = 0mod X(G/H). This proves (i) of
the theorem. If the G-action on X is semifree, from (iii) of the lemma it follows
Fix(A)ciVGUiV(1). Thus (ii) of the theorem follows from (i) in the preceding
section.
5. Proof of Proposition 3 and 4
Let X be a compact G-ENR and N9 i, r be as in section 4. If G is a com-
pact monogenic Lie group, we regard a generator / of G as a G-map / : X-+X.
Then Fix(/)=XG . Let h: N-+Rn be a G-map obtained by Lemma 5 from the
G-map ifr: N-^>Rn. In this case we may construct h satisfying the additional
condition Fix (h) czNG. This is ensured by the fact Fix (ifr)=i(XG) C NG. Then
we see that \(/)=ind(A)=ind(/*G)=X(/G). Since fG is the identity map of XG,
it follows X(f)=X(XG). As noticed in Introduction this has already appeared
in the literature. Using this result, Proposition 3 and 4 are proved as follows.
(1) Proof of Proposition 3. Let /*,,-: H((X; C)->Hi(X; C) be the auto-
morphism induced from/, where C is the complex numbers. Let zly #2,•••,#,
GCbe the eigenvalues of f*ti where r=dimH^X; C)=rankiJ,-(X; Z). Since
the X(G) times composition off*ti is the identity, then z*(G)=l and thus \zj \ = 1
for 1 <j <r. We see that
I trace/*,, I = |S5-i *j\ < S / = i 1^1 = rank #,-(*; Z),
and
I X(XG) I = I X(/) I < 2 , rank H^X; Z). q.e.d.
(2) Proof of Proposition 4. Let G, / and M be as in the proposition.
Note that a smooth G-manifold with a finite number of isotropy types is a G-
ENR. Let z^H2n(M; Z) be the fundamental class defined from an orientation
of M for which / is either orientation preserving or reversing. Consider the
following commutative diagram.
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/*4
n z
i(M; Z) *H2n-i(M\ Z)j
i{M\ Z) 7*>2wW-» H2»-\M; Z),
where (~) denotes the cap product and the horizontal homomorphisms are the
isomorphisms of the Poincar6 duality. Note that the inverse of the isomorphism
y*,2»-; j s jtsejf s i n c e j is a n involution. It follows that if / is orientation pre-
serving then trace/#,,- = trace f*'2"-^ and i f / is orientation reversing then
trace/#>,-=-—trace/*'2*"'. From the universal coefficient theorem it follows
that trace/*'l'=trace/iJ>l-. It thus follows that if/ is orientation preserving then
X(/) = trace/jc>w mod 2, and if / i s orientation reversing then X(/)=trace/5j:fn=0.
Thus \(f)=X(MG) implies the proposition. q.e.d.
In case M is odd dimensional in Proposition 4, we then easily see that
\(f)=X(MG)=0 if / is orientation preserving, and \(/)=%(MG) = 0mod 2 if
/ is orientation reversing.
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